Select your support system and sizes. The Ceiling Clip works well with a variety of sizes.

**Required Tools**

- Securely install the wood ceiling furring. Lap over joints in the grid with full-length furring strips.
- This system shows spline reveals, so the panel edge layout can be set directly on the panel lines.
- Use gauge blocks to install the hanger a specific distance from each panel’s corner.

**Four clips are recommended for each 30” section of panels.**

- The completed furring system ready to hang panels should support a person’s weight.
- Pre-drill the back of the panel at each location mark and insert two Pan Head 3/4” # 8 Wood Screws.
- Carefully position your panel clip in the corners of each panel and every 30” in length.
- Install the reveal splines with a loose fit so the panels can be adjusted.

- Lift, slide and drop 1/8” to lock the panel into position, make sure all clips drop into place.
- Check for alignment, slight side-to-side adjustments can be made by adjusting the clip.

**Finished ceiling.**